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ABSTRACT  

 
 
 
 

In the new era of technology, unmanned vehicles was created to help human 

explore the area that are can’t reached by human kind. Robotic can be related to the 

most of invention which can reduce human’s work using specialized equipment and 

devices that control and perform the particular tasks. For Underwater exploration, 

Underwater Vehicle without human are created to help human do research. Most of 

installation pipeline underwater can be dangerous area. The purpose invention of 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) can bring human to reach the dangerous 

areas. AUV stands for Autonomous Underwater Vehicle. Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicle (AUV) is unmanned or robotic vehicles that are using some technology to 

bring new capabilities to work in the subsea environment. Nowadays, this technology 

of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) has upgrade their abilities which are can 

explore into deep seas. To reach that, a lot of investments are needed. This project will 

be focus on development of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles which are performing 

limited capabilities. AUV uses propellers to move the vehicle along vertical and 

horizontal axis that automatic operate based on the programming coding. The main 

objectives of the construction of the AUV are to replace human to do tasks 

underwater. In this project, the scope of the study focused on the mechanical design 

that water prove and design of the thruster using the DC motor and propeller. 
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ABSTRAK 

 
 
 
 
Dalam era baru teknologi, kenderaan tanpa manusia dihasilkan untuk 

membantu manusia bagi membolehkan kita meneroka ke kawasan yang tidak mampu 

dicapai oleh manusia.Robotik boleh dikaitkan dengan penghasilan alat-alat yang 

mampu meringankan beban manusia dengan menggunakan peralatan yang istimewa 

dan juga peranti yang boleh mengawal kerja. Untuk eksplorasi di dalam air,kenderaan 

bawah air (AUV) dihasilkan bagi membantu manusia menjalankan 

kajian.Kebanyakkan pemasangan paip di dalam air terdedah kepada bahaya.Oleh 

itu,penciptaan kenderaan bawah air (AUV) membolehkan manusia melakukan kerja di 

kawasan yang terdedah kepada bahaya.Kenderaan bawah air adalah kenderaan tanpa 

manusia yang menggunakan teknologi untuk memberi kebolehan yang baru dalam 

melakukan kerja-kerja di dalam laut.Sekarang ini,teknologi kenderaan dalam air telah 

diubahsuai akan kebolehannya untuk melakukan eksplorasi di laut dalam.Untuk 

merealisasikan impian itu,banyak modal perlu dilaburkan.Projek ini memfokuskan 

kepada penghasilan kenderaan dalam air yang beroperasi secara terhad.Kenderaan 

dalam air menggunakan sepenuhnya daya tolakan dan daya angkat yang membolehkan 

ia bergerak ke hadapan,belakang,pusing arah jam dan juga pusingan lawan 

jam.Objektif utama penghasilan kenderaan dalam air adalah untuk menggantikan 

tempat manusia untuk melakukan kerja-kerja di dalam air.Projek ini menerangkan 

lakaran mekanikal,penghasilan motor yang kalis air dengan menggunakan DC motor 

dan bilah kipas bot. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND  

 
 

Human capabilities are limited into deep sea. To overcome this problem, many 

inventor have create a thousand creation to discover the underwater world. Besides, 

under deep sea are dangerous and sometimes can cause death. Due to the   limitation, 

human are difficult to   explore under deep sea which is the untouchable area. Thus, 

unmanned underwater vehicle have created.With unmanned task, this underwater 

vehicle can explore and discover the underwater world and reduce the capability of 

human. This underwater vehicle generally can be divided into two major field, 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Remotely Operate Vehicle (ROV). 

Recently, underwater vehicle have been used in limited number of task. With further 

research and development, underwater vehicle can reduces the limitation and increase 

the capability to do more tasks. Today, most of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles 

(AUV) can been seen in military field, oiled and gas industry and some of the expedition 

to explorer under the deep sea. However, this project will be focus on Autonomous 

Underwater Vehicles (AUV). 
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1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE 

 

 

The objectives of the project are: 

 

a) To develop underwater vehicle that able to move underwater. 

b) To develop underwater vehicle that able to float, submerge, rotate left and right 

in the water. 

c) To design the physical structure, electronic circuit and control of the vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

1.3 PROJECT SCOPE 

 

 

The scopes of the project are as follow:  

 

a) Literature study on the general characteristic of AUV.  

b) In depth study of mechanical design and electronic circuit.  

c) Design the waterproof propeller. 

d) Increase the downward force acting to reduce the buoyancy force. 

e) In depth study on Buoyancy principle. 

f) Performance of the propeller underwater through water pressure. 
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1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

 

Deep underwater exploration is one of dangerous task due to limited of human 

capabilities. If human can discover the underwater, many discoveries could get and 

learned with it. So, the underwater vehicle has been designed to overcome that problem. 

 

 

 

 

1.5 EXPECTED OUTCOMED 

 

 

The expected outcomes are as follow: 

 

a) In the end of this project, AUV can operate underwater with forward and 

backward movements  rotate left and right with basic 3D design that is 

develop using computer software called Google Sketch Up. 

 

b) It will stabilized floating in water and smooth submerging underwater. 

 

 



CHAPTER 2 
 

 

 

 

Literature Review 
 

 

 

 

2.1 HULL DESIGN 

 

 

An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) hull must be able to protect its 

components in dry, watertight environment. The hull must allow components to be 

easily accessible and maintainable, as well as allowing for modularity in case of future 

changes or additions [1]. Being under the water are the major problems through AUV. 

Thus,designing the hull, it must be consider that there is no leak in each part of the body 

of AUV. The electrical part must be place properly to avoid changing the component 

once it wet and being short circuit. To make sure the AUV movement underwater flow 

in smooth, the Hydrodynamic concept must be design. Hydrodynamic is the concept of 

the dynamic fluids in motion. However, the hull design helps the AUV smooth in the 

water besides support by the propeller. 
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2.1.1 Material Body  

 

 

The Material Body are the important part of design.The material must choose 

wisely in order to  make the body of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) in high 

durablelity, strong and light. In this project, the body of the Autonomous 

Underwater(AUV) is build base on those criteria. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) are the best 

match for those criteria. The principal goals of AUV  design effort is to produce  a 

vehicle that  is small, inexpensive, easy to deploy, and  yet   fully  functional [2]. 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1.1    Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

 

 

   PVC is a widely used thermoplastic polymer. In terms of revenue generated, it 

is one of the most valuable products of the chemical industry. Overall, over 50% of PVC 

manufactured is used in construction. As a building material, PVC is cheap, durable, and 

easy to assemble. Regardless of claims that PVC production negatively affects the 

natural environment and human health, it is still widely used. 

 

The same criteria as hard plastic, it is used as vinyl siding, , piping, plumbing and 

conduit fixtures. The material is often used in Plastic Pressure Pipe Systems for 

pipelines in the water and sewer industries because of its inexpensive nature and 

flexibility. PVC pipe plumbing is typically white, which is commonly available in grey 

as well as white. In this form, it is used in clothing and upholstery, and to make flexible 

hoses and tubing, flooring, to roofing membranes, and electrical cable insulation. 
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2.1.2 Hydrodynamic 

 

 

Hydrodynamic is the concept of the dynamic fluids in motion. Basically ,the 

theory are same as aerodynamic theory. The  motion of the Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicle gives rise to a pressure distribution over its surfaces, which should be  integrated 

to obtain the hydrodynamic  effect  of the  interaction  with  the  water. The movement 

of AUV in the water must be smooth in order to make perfect path of the AUV to its 

destination.The smoothly of AUV across its path the better efficient to the propulsion 

system.Figure show the water flow through AUV body. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.0 : Water flow through AUV body. 

 

 
 

2.2 Propulsion 

 

 

All Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) required some sort of propulsion 

and is usually one of the main sources of power consumption. Most of AUV use motors 
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for propulsion due to the scarcity and cost of alternative systems [2].The location of the 

motor affect which degrees of freedom can be controlled [3]. In this project, two motors 

are required to do the forward and backward motion and the other two for submerging. 

To make sure AUV travels in smooth underwater and have limited energy supply, it 

must travel at a speed that does not draw to much power. At a same time, this AUV does 

not take too long to complete its mission. Hence, obtaining the ideal speed becomes are 

the best solution for this problems. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Thruster design 

 

 

 Thruster of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) are currently  related to the 

propulsion system.Propulsion is define as movement caused by a force[3].The force 

acting by  the truster can make the AUV forward ,backward rotate left and right 

position.The waterproof  truster design can be devided into several part.Thruster  consist 

DC motor,  coupling shaft and propeller.The body of the thruster is made by 

PVC.Thruster are need to be waterproof to avoid short circuit to the main controller 

board of AUV.  
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2.2.1.1  DC Motor 

 

 

    In this project,propulsion system use two DC motor. DC motor is define as  

simple electric motor that uses electricity and a magnetic field to produce torque,.In 

other word it has ability to turns the motor. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.2 Principle operation of DC Motor 

 

 

In any electric motor, operation is based on simple electromagnetism. A current-

carrying conductor generates a magnetic field. When this is then placed in an external 

magnetic field, it will experience a force proportional to the current in the conductor, 

and to the strength of the external magnetic field. The internal configuration of a DC 

motor is designed to harness the magnetic interaction between a current-carrying 

conductor and an external magnetic field to generate rotational motion.Figure 2.1 

indicate the operation inside the DC motor. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 : Operation inside the DC motor. 
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Every DC motor has six basic parts which are axle, rotor ,stator, commutator, 

field magnet(s), and brushes. In most common DC motors, the external magnetic field is 

produced by high-strength permanent magnets. The stator is the stationary part of the 

motor. This includes the motor casing, as well as two or more permanent magnet pole 

pieces. The rotor rotate with respect to the stator. The rotor consists of windings, the 

windings being electrically connected to the commutator. 

 

The geometry of the brushes, commutator contacts, and rotor windings are such 

that when power is applied, the polarities of the energized winding and the stator 

magnets are misaligned, and the rotor will rotate until it is almost aligned with the 

stator's field magnets. As the rotor reaches alignment, the brushes move to the next 

commutator contacts, and energize the next winding. In real life, though, DC motors will 

always have more than two poles (three is a very common number). In particular, this 

avoids "dead spots" in the commutator. Meanwhile, with a two-pole motor, there is a 

moment where the commutator shorts out the power supply. This would be bad for the 

power supply, waste energy, and damage motor components as well. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.3    12 volt DC Motor 

 

 

    AUV used 12 volt DC Motor and it was produce in China.This 12 volt DC 

motor arer use in many application such as in  household appliances, including hair 

cutter machines, massagers, toy models, electrical toys, remote controllers, DVD and 

VCD players, and printers.Figure 3 show the specification of DC motor. 
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Figure 2.2: Specification of DC motor. 

 

 

Table 1: 12 Volt DC Motor 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Name DC Motor 

Model Number 260, 360, 500, BL00 series motor 

Place of Origin China 

Power 1.5 - 12V DC 

Free load a) Speed: 6,000 - 20,000rpm  

b) Current: 0.12 - 0.3A 

 

At max. efficiency a) Speed: 5,000 - 18,000rpm  

b) Current: 0.2 - 0.6A  

c) Torque: 15 - 50gf-cm  

d) Power: 1.0 - 5.0 watts 
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2.2.2  Propeller 

 

 

A propeller is a device consisting of a set of two or more twisted, airfoil-shaped 

blades mounted around a shaft and spun to provide propulsion of a vehicle through 

water or air, or to cause fluid flow, as in a pump. The lift generated by the spinning 

blades provides the force that propels the vehicle or the fluidthe lift does not have to 

result in an actual upward force.Its direction is simply parallel to the rotating 

shaft.Figure 2.3 show the propeller that mount to coupling shaft. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Propeller mounting to coupling shaft. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2.1  Marine Propeller Terminology 

 

 

There are a variety of terms used to describe propeller characteristics as well as 

performance attributes. It is important that to learn and have a good understanding of 

them, as detailed here. In this thesis,several of marine propeller terminology will be 

discuss which are diameter, pitch  and the number of blades. 
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2.2.2.1.1    Diameter 

 

 

      Diameter is the distance across the circle made by the blade tips as the 

propeller rotates. Diameter is determined primarily by the RPM at which the propeller 

will be turning and the amount of power that will be delivered to the propeller through 

the shafts and gears. The degree to which the propeller may operate in a partially 

surfaced condition, as well as the intended forward velocity, will also play a role in 

determining the most desirable diameter. 

 

      Within a given propeller line, the diameter usually increases for propellers 

used on slower boats and decreases for faster boats. If all other variables remain 

constant, diameter will increases as power increases, diameter will increase as propeller 

RPM decreases, and diameter should increases as propeller surfacing increases. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2.1.2     Pitch 

 

 

          Pitch is the distance that a propeller would move in one revolution if it 

were moving through a soft solid, like a screw in wood. Pitch is measured on the face of 

the blade.A number of factors can cause the actual pitch of a propeller to vary from the 

advertised pitch stamped on it. Minor distortion may have occurred during the casting 

and cooling process. Adjustments or modifications may have been made by propeller 

repair stations. And finally, undetected damage may have altered the pitch.  

 

         There are two common types of pitch which areconstant (flat pitch)  and 

progressive pitch. Constant pitch means the pitch is the same at all points from the 

leading edge to the trailing edge. Progressive pitch starts low at the leading edge and 
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progressively increases to the trailing edge. The pitch number assigned is the average 

pitch over the entire blade. Progressive pitch improves performance when forward and 

rotational speed are high and the propeller is operating high enough to break the water 

surface. It is commonly used on mid- to high-horsepower Mercury propellers. 

 

        Pitch is rather like another set of gears. For a given engine that wants to run 

at a given RPM, the faster the boat can go, the higher the pitch you need. If you select 

too low a pitch, the engine RPM will run too high, putting an undesirable higher stress 

on many moving parts. It may have a great acceleration butthe top speed will probably 

suffer and propeller efficiency will definitely suffer. Selecting too high a pitch will force 

the engine to lug at a low RPM which is generally at a higher torque level and can be 

very damaging to the engine. Top speed may not suffer too much, but acceleration will 

be seriously reduced. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2.1.3     Number Of  Blades 

 

 

       A single-blade propellerwould be the most efficient - if the vibration could 

be tolerated. So, to get an acceptable level of balance with much less vibration, a two-

bladed propeller, practically speaking, is the most efficient. As blades are added, 

efficiency decreases, but so does the vibration level. Most propellers are made with three 

blades as a compromise for vibration, convenient size, efficiency, and cost.  

 

      The efficiency difference between a two- and a three-bladed propeller is 

considered less significant than the vibrational difference. Nearly all racing propellers 

are presently either three- or four-bladed. In recent years, with the growing frequency of 

propellers being run at an increased height four- and five- bladed props havebecome 

more popular. They suppress the higher level of vibration and improve acceleration by 
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putting more blade area into the water. They can also help to make the rake more 

effective in lifting the bow of the boat for added speed. 

 

2.2.3 Coupling Shaft 

 

 

Coupling shaft are use to make the distance  between propeller and the motor 

became far.It because when assemble the DC motor to the thruster body,the distance to 

the propeller became short and when the motor run it cannot operate very smoothly and 

can cause inefficentcy to the motor current.Figure 2.4 show the 3D design of coupling 

using google sketchUp. 

 

 
Figure 2.4: 3D design of coupling using google sketchUp. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.4 Waterproof  Thruster 

 

 

 In the water, the thruster must be design and follow to its waterproof criteria.To 

make sure there are no water leakage,thruster of this Autonomous Underwater 
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Vehicle(AUV) are been design using PVC material. The reason choosing PVC have 

been discuss early because it light and easy to assemble. Mechanical  parts  are  

important  when  designing  any  robot  or  vehicle  or  something  else.  If  there  have  

problems  at  mechanical  parts,  the  problems  will  be  carried  on  to  the  next  parts.  

To  design  this  part,  all  factors  must  be  considered  including the stability, 

movement of the robot and also the material that have been  used [4]. Figure 2.5 show 

the 3D thruster design  and figure 2.6 indicate complete thruster design. 

 

 
Figure 2.5: 3D thruster design   

 

 
Figure 2.6: Complete thruster design. 

2.3 Submerging 

 

 

In the case of submerging the vehicle, since the volume of the vehicle remains 

constant, in order to dive deeper, it must increase the downward force acting upon it to 

counteract the buoyant force [5]. It can accomplish this either by increasing its mass via 
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the use of ballast tanks or by using external thrusters [6]. In this project, there will be 

two thrusters that point downwards. This application is much simpler, but is quite 

inefficient in terms of power consumption and limited to submerge into great depth 

water. 

 

 

 

 

2.3.1 Force acting Downward 

 

 

For submerging system, the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle(AUV) use two 

thruster in the middle body that force the body goes to downward direction. In initial 

condition,the all the motor have been sink.When the downward motor is on, it will force 

the body of AUV goes downward.It depend of the speed of the motor.The more speed 

the long distance that Autonomous Underwater Vehicle(AUV) forcing downward. 
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2.4 Buoyancy Theory 

 

 

In this project, the divergence theorem to show that the immerse a body in a fluid 

the net effect of fluid pressure acting on the surface of the body is a vertical force that 

also known as the buoyant force whose magnitude equals the weight of fluid displaced 

by the body. This force enables the object to float or at least to seem lighter. This known 

as  Archimedes’ principle. The buoyant force acts through the centre of buoyancy which 

is the centre of mass of the liquid displaced by the body. The design of self righting 

AUV exploits the fact that the centre of buoyancy and the centre of gravity, where 

gravity acts, need not be the same. The   problem   of   this   architecture  is  the 

instability in  the   water    column   when    the   AUV      carries equipment   externally   

mounted   on   hull   because   the   center   of gravity and center of buoyancy are too 

close [7].  Buoyancy is important for many vehicles such as boats, ships, balloons, and 

airships, and plays a role in diverse natural phenomena such as sedimentation. 

 

 

                                   Buoyancy = Weight of displaced fluid ........ Equation 1 

 

When an object is placed in a fluid a force, called the buoyant force, acts to push 

the object upwards. The strength of the force is equal to the weight of the volume of 

fluid displaced by the object. It is the objects volume, not its weight that determines the 

buoyant force.Take a submarine, for example, the buoyant force acts to push it to the 

surface while the weight of the submarine acts to push it to the bottom. The strength of 

these two opposing forces determines if the sub rises or sinks in the water. 

 

A submarine however, can only control its weight, since the buoyant force can 

only be adjusted by a change in volume. This is unlikely to happen since the hull is 

inflexible and designed to withstand high water pressure that would crush it at great 

depths.A submarine sinks if it takes in water to increase its weight (force acting 

downward). It will rise if it expells water from its tanks, therefore making itself 
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lighter.As it rises, the buoyant force is greater than the force acting to push it down 

(weight).As it sinks the force pushing it down (weight) is greater than the buoyant force 

pushing it up. 

 

 

2.4.1 Archimedes’ Principle 

 

 

It is important to note that the buoyant force does not depend on the weight or 

shape of the submerged object, only on the weight of the displaced fluid. Archimedes’s 

principle applies to object of all densities. If the density of the object is greater than that 

of the fluid, the object will sink. If the density of the object is equal to that of the fluid, 

the object will either sink or float. If the density of the object is less than that of the 

fluid, the object will float. 

 

 

 

 

2. 4.2 Stability 

 

 

A floating object is stable if it tends to restore itself to an equilibrium position 

after a small displacement. For example, floating objects will generally have vertical 

stability, as if the object is pushed down slightly, this will create a greater buoyancy 

force, which, unbalanced by the weight force, will push the object back up. Rotational 

stability is of great importance to floating vessels. Given a small angular displacement, 

the vessel may return to its initial position (stable), move away from its initial position, 

or remain where it is (neutral). Hydrodynamic modeling is a key element in the design 

of control systems for autonomous vehicles [8]. 
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Rotational stability depends on the relative lines of action of forces on an object. 

The upward buoyancy force on an object acts through the center of buoyancy, being the 

centre  of the displaced volume of fluid. The weight force on the object acts through its 

center of gravity. A buoyant object will be stable if the center of gravity is beneath the 

center of buoyancy because any angular displacement will then produce a ‘righting 

moment'. 

 

 

2.5 Microcontroller 

 

 

A microcontroller is a small computer on a single integrated circuit containing a 

memory, processor core, and programmable input and output. Microcontrollers are used 

in automatically controlled products and devices. 

 

 

 

 

2.5.1 PIC18F4550 

 

 

In this project, the AUV will use microcontroller 18F4550. The PIC18F4550 has 

its own specification and it has 40 pin configuration.The more detail about the 

specification of this PIC18F4550 are shown in appendix. 
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2.5.2 Motor Driver (L293D) 

 

 

The L293 and L293D are quadruple high-current half-H drivers. The L293 is 

designed to provide bidirectional drive currents of up to 1 A at voltages from   4.5 V  to 

36 V. The L293D   is designed   to provide bidirectional drive currents of up to 600-mA 

at voltages from 4.5 V  to 36 V.  Both devices are designed to drive inductive loads such 

as relays,solenoids,dc and bipolar   stepping motors, as well as other high-current/high-

voltage loads in positive-supply applications. 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Power Source 

 

 

To operate an Autonomopus Underwater Vehicle, 9V and 11.1V supply are 

needed. 9 V is for PIC circuit and 11.1V for running the 12V DC motor.Figure 2.7 

indicate the power supply to operate 12V DC motor. 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 2.7: Power supply (a) 11.1V and (b) 9V 

 



CHAPTER 3 
 

 

 

 

Methodology 
 

 

 

 

3.1 Working Plan 

 

 

To develop the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle need a systematic working 

plan. Without proper planning the process to developing the AUV wouldn’t success. The 

method that used must be clear and easily understand. Good working plan help the flow 

to developing the project become smooth and reduce the problem 

 

 

 

 

3.2  Ideas and Concept 

 

 

The ideas and concept are the first step to develop the project. Make some 

research are the better way in order to get the new ideas and concept. After achieving the 

ideas and concept the next step can be done.   
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3.3 Project Flow 

 

 

This project starting with briefing and meeting with the supervisor to discuss and 

choosing project title. When the project title is achieved, the next step is to gain project 

description. Understanding the project, indentify project objective, scope of study and 

methodology of the project are need to be achieve.Figure 3.0 indicate the work progress 

during constructing the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle. 

 

 
Figure 3.0 : Work progress 

 

  

Research AUV concept 
and Design

Design Mechanical 
System

Design Electrical 
System

Programming
AUV 

Mechanical,Electrical 
and Programming

Construction Process

Testing and Appraisal 
of AUV Contruct the AUV 
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3.4 GANTT CHART 

 

 

 To develop an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle,every task must be state in 

order to make the task easy to do.Gantt chart is the best technique to show the progress 

of the project that has complete.Table 2 and 3 show the gantt chart during implementing 

the project. 
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3.4.1 Gantt Chart PSM 1 

 

 

Table  2 : Gantt Chart PSM 1 

Task WEEK  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  

Briefing               

Meeting  with Supervisor               

Discussing and choosing 

project title 

              

Gain project description               

Understanding the project, 

identify  project objective, 

scope of study, methodology 

              

Identify problem statement and 

way to overcome 

 

              

Submission proposal to 

coordinator 

 

              

Preparation to PSM 1 Seminar 

 

              

PSM 1 Seminar 

 

              

Finish the PSM 1 Report 

 

              

Submission PSM 1 Report 
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3.4.2 Gantt Chart PSM 2 

 

 

Table  3:Gantt Chart PSM 2 

 

Task WEEK  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15  

Building the circuit                

Build  the mechanical 

part 

               

Assemble mechanical 

and electronic part 

               

programming                

testing                

Tuning and 

Modification 

               

Report and Thesis 

Writing 

               

Preparation to PSM 2 

Seminar 

               

PSM 2 Seminar                

Finish the PSM 2 

Report 

               

Compile Thesis                
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3.5 Mechanical Design 

 

 

In Mechanical design,the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle can be divided into 

four step which are the body part,Thruster, Buoyancy and coupling shaft. 

 

 

 

 

3.5.1 AUV design 

 

 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle use four unit thruster to make forward, 

backward, upward, downward ,rotate left and rotate right.Two thruster in the middle of 

the body are function to make the AUV submerge and floating in the water.The other 

two thruster at the back are use to make the AUV doing forward, backward, rotate left 

and right movement. 

 

 

 

 

3.5.2 Body design 

 

 

The AUV body design are 100%  made of PVC. Because of the light criteria,it 

was choose to became the body of AUV.The joining PVC pipe was connected by the ‘L’ 

connector (90 degree connector) and the ‘T’ connector.In this design,eight unit (8)‘L’ 

connector and fourteen unit(14) ‘T’ connector are been used to make the complete of 

AUV body.Figure 10 show the design of AUV body from 3D perspective. 
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Figure 3.1: Design of AUV body 

 

 

 
                 (a)               (b)          (c) 

Figure 3.2: a) Top view ,b) front view ,c )side view 

 

 

 

 

3.5.3 Buoyancy design 

 

 

For floating in the water,AUV consist 2 cylinder like a balast tank.This two 

cylinder act as the buoyancy medium to make the AUV auto floating in the water.The 

Buoyancy cylinder tank was only the end of cap of PVC pipe that has been combine.By 
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referring figure 3.3, this tank there is an air and to make sure the force acting  to the 

buoyancy is equal to the weight of AUV. 

 

 
                         (a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 3.3: a) 3D view and b) real tank 

 

 

 

 

3.5.4 Thruster Design 

 

 

The main success for AUV movement is based on thruster design.Waterproof 

thruster design design have been made using PVC material. Designing the thruster can 

be divided into several step which are sealing the DC Motor and thruster’s body.Firstly, 

the 12 Volt DC motor ahas been seal using the Electrical tape.Next, placing the DC 

motor to the cap of PVC pipe(thruster body). Figure 3.4 to figure 3.6 show the step to 

assemble the thruster. 
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3.5.4.1    Assembling the thruster part 
 

 

These are the step to make the complete waterproof thruster. 

 

1. Sealing the DC Motor with the Electrical tape. 

 

    
Figure 3.4 : 12V DC motor 

 

 

2. Body of thruster using PVC material. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 : Thruster body 
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3. Assemble the thruster part 

 

 
 (a)   (b) 

Figure 3.6: a) Thruster part and b) Complete thruster 

 

 

 

3.5.5  Coupling shaft 

 

 

Coupling shaft are used to make the distance  between propeller and the motor 

became far.It because when assemble the DC motor to the thruster body,the distance to 

the propeller became short and when the motor run it cannot operate very smoothly and 

can cause inefficentcy to the motor current. Coupling size are exactly same to the figure 

3.7 and figure 3.8. 

 
(a)                                             (b)  

Figure 3.7: a) Coupling design and b) Coupling with propeller 
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3.5.5.1 Step to make Coupling 
 

 

1. Aluminium rod  are cutting and adjusted using machine. 

 

 
 (a)     (b) 

Figure 3.9 a) Coupling shaft and b) Drilling machine 

 

 

 

2. Make a screw hole. 

 
   (a)      (b)  

Figure 3.10 : a) Drilling process and b) the complete coupling  
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3.6 Electronic Design 

 

 

Electronic design consist two main part, Microcontroller circuit and motor driver 

circuit.This two circuit are design using computer simulation software, 

PROTEUS.Figure 3.11 indicate the simulation software using PROTEUS version 7.8. 

 

 
Figure 3.11 : PROTEUS version 7.8 
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3.6.1  Main circuit 

 

 

Microcontroller circuit contain PIC18F4550 ,Reset Button ,Start and Stop button 

and voltage regulator circuit.Figure 3.12 indicate Microcontroller circuit using Cytron 

circuit. 

 

 
Figure 3.12 : Microcontroller circuit using Cytron circuit. 

 

 

 

 

3.6.1.1   Main Circuit Description 

 

 

  In this electronic circuit,the main circuit are functioning as abrain of all thruster 

movement and 12 Volt  LED.The analogy of main controller circuit is very 

simple.When, the input from start button are send, all the output port A,C and D are 

active.In this case,the output are determine by programming code which is either set as a 

high or low.Next,the output flow to the Motor Driver(L293D) circuit.From the main 
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controller circuit,the port C1 and C2 are act as a Pulse Width Modulation(PWM) .When 

enable pin1 and 2 are active at L293D circuit, the PWM will ocsilate the pulse that have 

been determine in programming code. 

 

The Pulse Width Modulation in this PIC controller circuit have range between 0 

to 255.In this project,the PWM are set to 250 to all thruster because in the water,the 

propulsion system is not enough if pulse width modulation are set low.In other word,the 

speed of the motr are ow that is not to make movement of Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicle (AUV). 

 

 

 

 

3.6.2 Placing the Main Circuit  in AUV Body 

 

 

 The main circuit are place in front of the AUV body. The cover  made of plastic 

in square shape as show in figure 3.13. The start switch button is place at the side of the 

square box. The box is seal with gum so that is no water leakage that can  make the  

short circuit to the main circuit. 

 

 
Figure 3.13 : Main circuit box  
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3.7  Software 

 

 

In software part,The PIC microcontroller has been program using CCS C 

Compiler (figure 3.14) that is use High Level Language,C language.Then, using PIC Kit 

(figure 3.15) software to transfer the program  to the PIC18F4550 using ICSP ( burn the 

programming code). 

 

 
Figure 3.14 : CCS C Compiler 

 

 
Figure 3.15 : PIC Kit 
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3.7.1 Program Flow Chart 

 

 

Programming flow chart are important for making movement of the DC 

motor.The programmming flow give the guidance to make sure the output follow as 

needed.Flow chart above show overall process of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle. 
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B 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 

 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

 

In this chapter, it will be discuss about result of the Development of 

Anutonomous Underwater Vehicle project. The topic that will discussed which are the 

movement of AUV, AUV design and bouyancy. 

 

 

 

4.1  Movement of AUV 

 

 

When running the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle,for the forward and 

backward movement are very smootly, this is because the motor spin at the full 

speed.For downward movement,the thruster of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle has 

low speed.it because the setting of PWM in programming mode.Figure 4.0 show the 

AUV moment in the water. 

 
Figure 4.0 : AUV movement in the water 
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4.2 AUV Design 

 

 

The AUV design has the perfect shape.PVC material is the best choice because it 

light and easy to assemble.The AUV body are not much stable in the water and need to 

be improve for the next time. 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Bouyancy 

 

 

For floating in the water,AUV consist 2 cylinder like a balast tank.This two 

cylinder act as the buoyancy medium to make the AUV auto floating in the water.The 

Buoyancy cylinder tank was only the end of cap of PVC pipe that has been combine.In 

this tank,there is an air according to the buoyancy principle.Figure 4.1 show the 

bouyancy using cylinder tank. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 : AUV stable in the water  

 



 

 

CHAPTER 5 
 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 
 

 

 This chapter will discuss about the conclusion of this project and  

recommendation by developing an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle.This chapter also 

will discuss about future recommendation of develeping AUV. 

 
 
 
5.1 Conclusion 

 

 

 By developing an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle,the expected outcome finally 

success.This AUV use 4 thruster as a motor to operate in the water.The design and the 

prototype was succescfully design.Using PIC18F4550 as a microcontroller,the electronic 

part are successfully design and apply in the real time.Programming using high level 

language which is C language,the AUV can make movement according to itself.The 

objectives was successfully reach  at the end of this project.From generating the 

ideas,develope the hardware and software part,it is not an easy part to develop the 

project. 

 For the conclusion,I hereby said that this project as name as Development Of An 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle was successfully design,implemented and tested. 
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5.2 Recommmendation 

 

 

This project was succesfully design and met the objective.During develope of 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle,I have founf some way to improve this project for the 

next research.In the water,the AUV can float automatically by using bouyancy tank.For 

a recommendation,should have the system that can automatically floating and submerge 

the AUV.Although the AUV was only use a middle thruster that act as submerging 

system.I recommend that it should not the submerge only and it should floating 

too.Some other part should be take a way look too which is the thruster design,circuit 

main board and the body of AUV. 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
 

 

 

 

PROGRAM SOURCE CODE 
 

 

#include <18f4550.h> 
#fuses HS,NOWDT,NOLVP,NOPROTECT 
#use delay (clock=20M) 
 
#define   IN1         PIN_A0//moto 1 
#define   IN2         PIN_A1//moto 1 
#define   IN3         PIN_D0//moto 2 
#define   IN4         PIN_D1//moto 2 
#define   IN5         PIN_A2//moto 3 
#define   IN6         PIN_A3//moto 3 
#define   IN7         PIN_D2//moto 4 
#define   IN8         PIN_D3//moto 4 
 
#define   LAMP_IN1    PIN_D4 
#define   LAMP_IN2    PIN_D5 
#define   LAMP_IN3    PIN_D6 
#define   LAMP_IN4    PIN_D7 
 
//pwm port// 
#define   EN1         PIN_C2 
#define   EN2         PIN_C1 
 
//button // 
#define  START        PIN_B0 
#define  STOP         PIN_B1 
 
void main() 
{ 
 
set_tris_b(0xFF); 
set_tris_a(0x00); 
set_tris_d(0x00); 
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output_b(0xFF); 
output_d(0x00); 
output_a(0x00); 
 
setup_timer_2 (T2_DIV_BY_1,254,1); 
setup_ccp1(CCP_PWM); 
setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM); 
 
while (true) 
{ 
if (!input(START)) 
{ 
//initiallize// 
output_low (IN1);   //moto 1 
output_low (IN2); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN3);   //moto 2 
output_low (IN4); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 
output_low (IN6); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
output_low (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_low (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
 
delay_ms(5000); 
 
//pattern 1 // 
 
output_high (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_high (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
 
output_high (IN5);   //moto 3 forward// 
output_low (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(250);       
 
output_high (IN7);   //moto 4 forward // 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
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delay_ms(10000);   //delay 5 second// 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 stop// 
output_low (IN6); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 stop// 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
delay_ms(10000); // delay 5 second// 
 
//pattern 2// 
 
output_high (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_low (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_high (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
output_low (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 backward// 
output_high (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(250);   
 
output_high (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_low (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_high (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
output_low (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 backward // 
output_high (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
 
delay_ms(10000);   //delay 5 second// 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 stop// 
output_low (IN6); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 stop// 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
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delay_ms(10000); // delay 5 second// 
 
//pattern 3 submerge// 
 
output_high (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_high (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
 
output_high (IN1);   //moto 1 submerge// 
output_low (IN2); 
set_pwm1_duty(250); 
 
output_high (IN3);   //moto 2 submerge // 
output_low (IN4); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
 
delay_ms(5000); //delay 3 second// 
 
output_high (IN5);   //moto 3 forward// 
output_low (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(250);       
 
output_high (IN7);   //moto 4 forward // 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
 
delay_ms(20000); //delay 10 second// 
 
output_high (IN5);   //moto 3 stop// 
output_low (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(0);       
 
output_high (IN7);   //moto 4 stop // 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
delay_ms(5000); //delay 3 second// 
 
//pattern 4// 
output_high (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_low (LAMP_IN1); 
output_low (LAMP_IN2); 
output_high (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
output_low (LAMP_IN3); 
output_low (LAMP_IN4); 
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output_high (IN1);   //moto 1 submerge// 
output_low (IN2); 
set_pwm1_duty(250); 
 
output_high (IN3);   //moto 2 submerge // 
output_low (IN4); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 backward// 
output_high (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(250);       
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 backward // 
output_high (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(250); 
 
delay_ms(20000); //delay 10 second// 
 
output_high (IN5);   //moto 3 stop// 
output_low (IN6);     
set_pwm1_duty(0);       
 
output_high (IN7);   //moto 4 stop // 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
delay_ms(5000); //delay 3 second// 
 
output_low (IN1);   //moto 1 
output_low (IN2); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN3);   //moto 2 
output_low (IN4); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN5);   //moto 3 
output_low (IN6); 
set_pwm1_duty(0); 
 
output_low (IN7);   //moto 4 
output_low (IN8); 
set_pwm2_duty(0); 
 
delay_ms(5000); 
 
} 
} 
} 
 


